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FOREWORD

This document has been prepared on the basis of the initial information gathered during the investigation, without any analysis and - given the continuing absence of wreckage, the flight recorders, radar tracks and direct testimony - without any description of the circumstances of the accident. Some of the points covered may evolve with time. Nothing in the presentation of this interim report or in the points that are raised therein should be interpreted as an indication of the orientation or conclusions of the investigation.

In accordance with Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, with EC directive 94/56 and with the French Civil Aviation Code, the investigation is not conducted in such a way as to apportion blame or to assess individual or collective responsibility. The sole objective is to draw lessons from this occurrence which may help to prevent future accidents or incidents.

SPECIAL FOREWORD TO ENGLISH EDITION

This interim report has been translated and published by the BEA to make its reading easier for English-speaking people. As accurate as the translation may be, the original text in French should be considered as the work of reference.
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# Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAIB</td>
<td>Air Accident Investigation Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACARS</td>
<td>Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACP</td>
<td>Audio Control Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIRU</td>
<td>Air Data and Inertial Reference Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Air Data Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>Air Data Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS-C</td>
<td>Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>Automatic Flight System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>Aeronautical Information Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMU</td>
<td>Audio Management Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOC</td>
<td>Airline Operational Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASECNA</td>
<td>Air Traffic Safety Agency for Africa and Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA</td>
<td>Air Transport Association of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air Traffic Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATPL</td>
<td>Airline Transport Pilot License</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSU</td>
<td>Air Traffic Service Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFU</td>
<td>German accident investigation board (Bundesstelle für Flugunfalluntersuchung)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BITE</td>
<td>Built-In Test Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Service Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Calibrated Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Clear Air Turbulence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Operations Coordination Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>En-route Control Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC</td>
<td>Rescue Coordination Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL</td>
<td>Configuration Deviation List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CECLANT</td>
<td>Atlantic Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENIPA</td>
<td>Brazilian accident investigation board (CENtro de Investigação e Prevenção de Acidentes aeronáuticos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Current Flight Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Centre of Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Central Maintenance Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Central Maintenance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPDLC</td>
<td>Controller-Pilot DataLink Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL</td>
<td>Commercial Pilot’s Licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGAC</td>
<td>French civil aviation directorate (Direction Générale de l'Aviation Civile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC</td>
<td>Display Management Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAM</td>
<td>Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCS</td>
<td>Electronic Flight Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETOPS</td>
<td>Extended-range Twin-engine OPerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWD</td>
<td>Engine Warning Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FADEC</td>
<td>Full Authority Digital Engine Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCDC</td>
<td>Flight Control Data Concentrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCL</td>
<td>Flight Crew Licensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCMS</td>
<td>Fuel Control Monitoring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCOM</td>
<td>Flight Crew Operating Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCPC</td>
<td>Flight Control Primary Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCSC</td>
<td>Flight Control Secondary Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCTM</td>
<td>Flight Crew Training Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Flight Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR</td>
<td>Flight Information Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Flight Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Flight Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMGEC</td>
<td>Flight Management Guidance and Envelope Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Flight Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPV</td>
<td>Flight Path Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>Flight Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNSS</td>
<td>Global Navigation Satellite System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPWS</td>
<td>Ground Proximity Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATA</td>
<td>International Air Transport Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPS</td>
<td>Initial Flight Plan Processing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Inertial Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRME</td>
<td>Multi Engine Instrument Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Integrated Standby Instrument System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kHz</td>
<td>kilo Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt</td>
<td>knot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMC</td>
<td>Last Minute Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Mean Aerodynamic Chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>Minimum Equipment List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAR</td>
<td>METeorological Airport Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>Mega Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRCC</td>
<td>Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTOW</td>
<td>Maximum Takeoff Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Navigation Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Nautical Mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTAM</td>
<td>NOTice to AirMen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTSB</td>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>Pilot Flying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD</td>
<td>Primary Flight Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFR</td>
<td>Post Flight Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC</td>
<td>Rescue Coordination Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP</td>
<td>Radio Management Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROV</td>
<td>Remotely Operated Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Search and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>System Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELCAL</td>
<td>SELective CALling system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGMET</td>
<td>SIGnificant METeorological information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAF</td>
<td>Terminal Area Forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAS</td>
<td>Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMSI</td>
<td>Significant weather chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL</td>
<td>Towed Pinger Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULB</td>
<td>Underwater Locator Beacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>US Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTC</td>
<td>Universal Time Coordinated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITCZ</td>
<td>Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SYNOPSIS

Date of accident
1st June 2009 at around 2 h 15

Aircraft
Airbus A330-203
registered F-GZCP

Site of accident
Near the TASIL point, in international waters, Atlantic Ocean.

Owner
Air France

Type of flight
International public transport of passengers.
Scheduled flight AF447

Operator
Air France

Persons on board
Flight crew: 3
Cabin crew: 9
Passengers: 216

Summary
On 31 May 2009, flight AF447 took off from Rio de Janeiro Galeão airport bound for Paris Charles de Gaulle. The airplane was in contact with the Brazilian ATLANTICO ATC centre on the INTOL – SALPU – ORARO route at FL350. There were no further communications with the crew after passing the INTOL point. At 2 h 10, a position message and some maintenance messages were transmitted by the ACARS automatic system. Bodies and airplane parts were found from 6 June 2009 onwards by the French and Brazilian navies.

Consequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Killed</td>
<td>Injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passengers</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third parties</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) All times in this report are UTC, except where otherwise specified. Two hours should be added to obtain the legal time applicable in metropolitan France on the day of the incident. The estimated time of the accident is based on the interruption in the ACARS messages.
ORGANISATION OF THE INVESTIGATION

On Monday 1st June 2009 at around 7 h 45, the BEA was alerted by the Air France Operations Coordination Centre, which had received no news from flight AF447 between Rio de Janeiro Galeão (Brazil) and Paris Charles de Gaulle. After having established without doubt that the airplane had disappeared in international waters and in accordance with Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation and to the French Civil Aviation Code (Book VII), the BEA launched a technical investigation and a team was formed to conduct it.

In accordance with the provisions of Annex 13, Brazilian, American, British and German accredited representatives were associated with the investigation as the State of the engine manufacturer (NTSB) and because they were able to supply essential information to the investigation (CENIPA, AAIB and BFU). The following countries also nominated observers as some of their citizens were among the dead:

- China,
- Croatia,
- Hungary,
- Korea,
- Ireland,
- Italy,
- Lebanon,
- Morocco,
- Norway,
- Russia,
- South Africa,
- Switzerland.

The Investigator-in-Charge initially set up four working groups to determine and gather the information required for the investigation in the following areas:

- Sea searches,
- Maintenance,
- Operations,
- Systems and equipment.

Investigation teams have also been sent to Brazil, Senegal and to sea, in the area where the airplane disappeared.

All of the operations that have been undertaken on the site or on the airplane parts have been coordinated with those responsible for the judicial investigation.
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1 History of Flight

On Sunday 31 May 2009, the Airbus A330-203 registered F-GZCP operated by Air France was programmed to perform scheduled flight AF447 between Rio de Janeiro Galeão and Paris Charles de Gaulle. Twelve crew members (3 flight crew, 9 cabin crew) and 216 passengers were on board. The departure was planned for 22 h 00.

Towards 22 h 10, the crew was cleared to start up engines and leave its parking position. Takeoff took place at 22 h 29.

The takeoff weight was de 232.8t (for a MTOW of 233 t), including 70.4 tonnes of fuel.

The crew contacted, successively:

- RIO DE JANEIRO approach control,
- the CURITIBA ATC centre, which cleared it to climb to FL350 at 22 h 45 min 26 s,
- the BRASILIA ATC centre at 22 h 55 min 41 s,
- the RECIFE ATC centre at 23 h 19 min 27 s, the airplane being stable at FL350,
- the ATLANTICO ATC centre on HF at 1 h 33 min 25 s.

At 1 h 35 min 15 s, the crew informed the ATLANTICO controller that they had passed the INTOL point then announced the following estimated times: SALPU at 1 h 48 min then ORARO at 2 h 00. They also transmitted their SELCAL code and a test was performed.

At 1 h 35 min 46 s, the controller asked them to maintain FL350 and to give their estimated time at the TASIL point.

Between 1 h 35 min 53 s and 1 h 36 min 14 s, the controller asked the crew three times for its estimated time at the TASIL point. There was no further contact with the crew.

\[ \text{INTOL, SALPU, ORARO and TASIL are civil aviation reporting points.} \]
### 1.2 Killed and Injured

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injuries</th>
<th>Crew Members</th>
<th>Passengers</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>216 (3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light/none</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.3 Damage to Aircraft

Between 6 and 20 June 2009, numerous airplane parts were recovered from the sea.

---

(3) Including one baby.
1.4 Other Damage

Not applicable.

1.5 Personnel Information

Given the length of the planned flight and in compliance with the Air France operations manual and with the regulations in force, the flight crew was reinforced.

The regulation defines reinforced crew as follows:

*Flight crew where the number of members is greater than the minimum number required for the operation of the airplane and within which each member of the flight crew is able to leave his or her station and be replaced by another member of the flight crew with the appropriate qualification* (4).

The airline’s procedures (5) specify that to be a back-up duty pilot, a crew member must have the same rating as the crew member that he or she is backing up and, in addition, during the captain’s rest period, a pilot with the same license as the captain must be at the controls.

From the current state of the information gathered, it is not possible to determine the composition of the flight crew on duty at the time of the event.

Note: the crew left Paris on Thursday 28 May 2009 in the morning and arrived in Rio de Janeiro in the evening of the same day.

1.5.1 Flight crew

1.5.1.1 Captain

Male, aged 58

- Air Transport Pilot’s License (ATPL) issued 8 March 1990, MTOW limit of 20,000 kg
- ATPL License without limitations issued 19 February 1992
- Captain since 19 June 1998
- Professional pilot instructor 1st class (IPP1) rating issued 31 March 1993
- Airbus A330 type rating obtained on 27 October 2006
- Line oriented flight training completed on 17 February 2007
- Airbus A340 type rating obtained on 9 August 2007
- Line oriented flight training on 7 September 2007
- Medical certificate (class 1) issued on 10 October 2008, valid until 31 October 2009
- Other type ratings: Caravelle XII, Airbus A320 and Boeing 737

---

(5) GEN.OPS 1.7.2.00.
• Flying hours:
  o total: 10,988 flying hours, of which 6,258 as Captain
  o hours on type: 1,747 (6), all as Captain
  o in the previous six months: 346 hours, 18 landings, 15 take-offs
  o in the previous three months: 168 hours, 8 landings, 6 take-offs
  o in the previous 30 days: 57 hours, 3 landings, 2 take-offs

The captain had carried out sixteen rotations in the South America sector since he arrived in the A330/A340 division in 2007. His oceanic route qualification was valid until 31 May 2010.

2008/2009 and 2009/2010 ECP instruction seasons:

• A340 (E34) training on 11 October 2008
• A330 (C33) base check on 12 October 2008
• A330 (E33) training on 22 April 2009
• A340 (C34) base check on 23 April 2009
• A340 (CEL34) line check on 21 July 2008
• A340 (CEL34) line check on 7 September 2007
• A330 (CEL33) line check on 15 February 2007
• S1 ground training on 12 January 2009
• 4S ground training on 7 August 2008

Note: the instruction season goes from 1st April to 31 March the following year.

1.5.1.2 Co-pilot

Male, aged 37

• ATPL license issued 13 April 2001
• Airbus A340 type rating issued 14 February 2002
• Line oriented flight training completed 13 April 2002
• Airbus A330 type rating issued 1st October 2002
• Line oriented flight training completed 25 October 2002
• Other type ratings: Airbus A320 issued in February 1999
• Medical certificate (class 1) issued 11 December 2008, valid until 31 December 2009 with compulsory wearing of corrective lenses.

• Flying hours:
  o total: 6,547 flying hours
  o on type: 4,479 flying hours (7)
  o in the previous six months: 204 hours, 9 landings, 11 take-offs
  o in the previous three months: 99 hours, 6 landings, 5 take-offs
  o in the previous thirty days: 39 hours, 2 landings, 2 take-offs

(6) Of which 1,093 flying hours on Airbus A330 and 654 on Airbus A340.
(7) Of which 2,597 flying hours on Airbus A340 and 1,882 hours on Airbus A330.
This pilot’s licences allowed him to perform the duties of back-up pilot in place of the captain. He also acted as flight crew representative officer at the operator’s OCC.

May activity at the OCC:

- 12 May from 6 h to 16 h,
- 13 May 16 h to 14 May 6 h,
- 17 May from 6 h to 16 h,
- 18 May 16 h to 19 May 6 h,
- from 20 May 8 h to 22 May 17 h (8).

This pilot had performed 39 rotations on the South America sector since arriving in the A330/A340 division in 2002. His oceanic route qualification was valid until 28 February 2010.

2008/2009 and 2009/2010 ECP instruction seasons:

- E34 training on 22 July 2008
- C33 base check on 23 July 2008
- E33 training on 6 December 2008
- C34 base check on 21 December 2008
- CEL34 line check on 30 October 2007
- CEL33 line check on 26 October 2008
- S1 ground training on 18 March 2009
- 4S ground training on 10 December 2008

1.5.1.3 Co-pilot

Male, aged 32

- Professional pilot’s FCL license (CPL) issued on 23 April 2001
- Multi-engine instrument type rating (IR ME) issued on 16 October 2001
- ATPL theory obtained in September 2000
- Airbus A340 type rating issued on 26 February 2008
- Line oriented flight training completed 9 June 2008
- Airbus A330 type rating issued on 1 December 2008
- Line oriented flight training completed 22 December 2008
- Other type ratings: Airbus A320 issued on 7 September 2004
- Medical certificate (class 1) issued on 24 October 2008, valid until 31 October 2009 with compulsory wearing of corrective lenses.

(8) During this period, the copilot was not present at the OCC but was on telephone stand-by duty.
• Flying hours:
  o total: 2,936
  o on type: 807 (9)
  o in the previous six months: 368 hours, 16 landings, 18 take-offs
  o in the previous three months: 191 hours, 7 landings, 8 take-offs
  o in the previous thirty days: 61 hours, 1 landing, 2 take-offs

This pilot had performed five rotations in the South America sector since arriving in the A330/A340 division in 2008, including one to Rio de Janeiro. His oceanic route qualification was valid until 31 May 2010.

2008/2009 ECP instruction season:

• E33 training on 2 February 2009
• C34 base check on 3 February 2009
• 4S ground training on 15 January 2009

The validity of the E34, C33, CEL34, CEL33, S1 training, checks and ground training was covered by the dates he obtained the Airbus A330 and A340 type rating qualifications as well as by the date of the end of the line oriented flight training.

These training courses and checks were programmed before the following dates:

• E34 training: 31 August 2009
• C33 base check: 31 August 2009
• CEL34 line check: 31 December 2009
• CEL 33 line check: 31 December 2010
• S1 ground training: 31 March 2010

1.5.2 Cabin crew

For this airplane, the regulatory minimum cabin crew composition as provided for in the Operations Manual\(^\text{10}\) is five people.

On flight AF447, nine members of the crew were on duty in the passenger cabin:

• one senior flight attendant, qualified on the A330/A340 type airplane,
• two pursers, qualified on the A330/A340,
• three cabin crew members, qualified on the A330/A340 (cabin crew required by regulations),
• two additional cabin crew members, not fully qualified on the A330/A340 (additional cabin crew to the minimum required by regulations),
• a back-up cabin crew member.

\(^9\) Of which 591 flying hours on Airbus A340 and 216 hours on Airbus A330.
\(^{10}\) Safety and rescue manual, section on A330/A340 airplanes, General airplane, general data – 1.20.30 p.1
1.5.2.1 Senior flight attendant

Female, aged 49

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 19 July 1985
- Airbus A330/A340 familiarisation training course 1st August 1995
- General recurrent training 22 October 2008
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 27 November 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 11 June 2008
- Experience: 8,649 flying hours, including 2,073 on A330/A340

1.5.2.2 Purser

Female, aged 54

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 10 July 1981
- Airbus A330/A340 adaptation training course 6 June 1997
- General recurrent training 16 October 2008
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 4 November 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 17 February 2009
- Experience: 6,704 flying hours, including 2,353 on Airbus A330/A340

1.5.2.3 Purser

Female, aged 45

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 18 September 1989
- Airbus A330/A340 adaptation training course 18 December 2003
- General recurrent training 11 March 2009
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 13 March 2009
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 17 February 2009
- Experience: 8,688 flying hours, including 1,241 on Airbus A330/A340

1.5.2.4 Flight attendants

Female, aged 44

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 16 September 1991
- General recurrent training 19 January 2009
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 17 December 2007
- Experience: 2,142 flying hours, including 510 on Airbus A330/A340

Note: not fully qualified on Airbus A330/A340.

Female, aged 38

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 20 August 1996
- Airbus A330/A340 adaptation training course 28 March 2003
- General recurrent training 6 August 2008
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 30 September 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 1 August 2008
- Experience: 6,236 flying hours, including 1,160 on Airbus A330/A340

Male, aged 33

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 9 March 1998
- Airbus A330/A340 adaptation training course 21 June 1999
- General recurrent training 16 October 2008
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 30 March 2009
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 25 June 2007
- Experience: 8,098 flying hours, including 2,091 on Airbus A330/A340

Female, aged 31

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 5 June 2001
- Airbus A330/A340 adaptation training course 5 March 2001
- General recurrent training 2 October 2008
- Recurrent Airbus A330/A340 training 16 December 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 2 May 2008
- Experience: 5,154 flying hours, including 1,047 on Airbus A330/A340

Female, aged 31

- Safety and emergency procedures (SEP) certificate obtained 21 July 2004
- General recurrent training 21 August 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 5 November 2007
- Experience: 3,137 flying hours, of which 662 on Airbus A330/A340

Note: not fully qualified on Airbus A330/A340.

Male, aged 23

- Initial back-up cabin crew member training course on 22 October 2007
- Recurrent back-up cabin crew member training on 26 August 2008
- Physical and mental aptitude check-up 14 June 2007
- Experience: 873 flying hours, of which 222 on Airbus A330/A340

Note: not an SEP holder.
1.6 Aircraft information

Air France had owned the aircraft since April 2005. It had been delivered new.

1.6.1 Airframe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Airbus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>A330-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial number</td>
<td>0660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>F-GZCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry into service</td>
<td>April 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate of Airworthiness</td>
<td>N°122424/1 dated 18 April 2005 issued by the DGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airworthiness examination certificate</td>
<td>2009/122424/1 valid until 17/4/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilisation as of 31 May 2009</td>
<td>18,870 flying hours and 2,644 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.6.2 Engines

Manufacturer: General Electric
Type: CF6-80-E1A3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine No. 1</th>
<th>Engine No. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial number</td>
<td>811296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation date</td>
<td>1/10/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total running time</td>
<td>18,870 hours and 2,644 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The engines were subject to real-time monitoring in the framework of the engine condition monitoring program. Examination of the data recorded, including the data transmitted on the day of the accident, shows that both engines were functioning normally.

1.6.3 Weight and balance

The aircraft left the gate with a calculated weight of 233,257 kg. The estimated takeoff weight was 232,757 kg \(^{(11)}\), for a maximum authorised takeoff weight of 233 t. This takeoff weight broke down as follows:

- empty weight in operating condition: 126,010 kg,
- passenger weight: 17,615 kg (126 men, 82 women, 7 children and one baby \(^{(12)}\)),
- weight in cargo compartment (freight and luggage): 18,732 kg,
- fuel weight: 70,400 kg.

\(^{(11)}\) A quantity of 500 kg of fuel had been taken into account for taxiing between the ramp and takeoff brake-release.

\(^{(12)}\) Air France applies a standard weight of 91 kg for a man, 72 kg for a woman and 35 kg for a child, which is compatible with the European regulations.
The on-board fuel weight corresponded to forecast trip fuel of 63,900 kg, route factor fuel of 1,460 kg, final reserve of 2,200 kg, fuel to alternate airport reserve of 1,900 kg and 940 kg additional fuel. An LMC corrected the definitive load sheet to take into account one passenger fewer without baggage.

The balance corresponding to the aircraft’s takeoff weight and given on the definitive load sheet (after LMC) was 23.3% of the MAC, for a forward limit of 22.7% and an aft limit of 36.2% at takeoff.

On the basis of the operational flight plan, it is possible to estimate the trip fuel at 27.8 t after a flying time of 3 h 41 min \(^{(13)}\), the aircraft would then have had an estimated weight of 205 t and balance comprised between 37.3% and 37.8% \(^{(14)}\), which is within the limits of the operating envelope (Operating Manual TU page 12.28.10.9).

1.6.4 Condition of the aircraft before departure

On arrival of the Paris-Rio de Janeiro flight the day before the accident, the Captain reported a problem at the level of the VHF1 selection key on RMP1. The aircraft has three RMPs: RMP1 on the left-hand side, RMP2 on the right-hand side and RMP3 on the overhead panel. The ground engineer had switched round RMP1 and RMP3 to allow the aircraft to leave, in compliance with the regulations (departure covered by a MEL). The departure covered by this MEL item did not have any operational consequences.

1.6.5 Maintenance operations follow-up

Daily and weekly checks are carried out. They make it possible to perform preventive maintenance tasks and correct any problems reported after flights by the crew.

Type A checks, on the Airbus A330, are carried out every 800 flying hours, which represents a check every two months approximately for an airline such as Air France. This check consists of:

- checking the systems by means of operational tests,
- performing greasing and lubrication operations,
- carrying out various checks on the oil and hydraulic fluid levels,
- visually inspecting the structural parts, without removal.

The last three checks of this type were performed on F-GZCP on 27 December 2008, 21 February 2009 and 16 April 2009.

These checks were performed in accordance with the operator’s maintenance programme, drawn up on the basis of the manufacturer’s recommendations and approved by the national authorities who are also responsible for oversight.

Examination of these maintenance documents, of the maintenance programme and of the aircraft’s airworthiness dossier did not reveal any anomalies.

\(^{(13)}\) Which corresponds to the middle of the ORARO – TASIL segment.

\(^{(14)}\) This type of aircraft is equipped with a fuel management system (FCMS) that controls the transfer of fuel to and from the “trim tank”. This transfer, which begins as soon as the aircraft starts to climb, makes it possible to reduce drag and therefore fuel consumption by shifting the aircraft’s centre of gravity. The centre of gravity target is controlled to within 0.5% of MAC.
1.6.6 Information on the airspeed measuring system

1.6.6.1 Elaboration of the speed information

The speed is deduced from the measurement of two pressures:

- total pressure (Pt), by means of an instrument called a Pitot probe,
- static pressure (Ps), by means of a static pressure pick-off.

Probes

The Airbus A330 has three Pitot probes (see below) and six static pressure pick-offs. These probes are fitted with drains allowing the removal of water, and with an electrical heating system designed to prevent them from icing up.

Position of the Pitot probes on the Airbus A330

Pitot probe (with protection caps)
The pneumatic measurements are converted into electrical signals by eight ADMs and delivered to the calculators in that form.

**Speed calculation by the ADR**

The CAS and Mach number are the main items of speed information used by the pilots and the systems to control the aircraft. These parameters are elaborated by three calculators, called ADIRU, each consisting of:

- an ADR module which calculates the aerodynamic parameters, specifically the CAS and the Mach,
- an IR module that provides the parameters delivered by the inertial units, such as ground speed and attitudes.

The ADRs use the measured pressure values to calculate the CAS and the Mach. The diagram below shows in simplified form the overall architecture of the airspeed measuring system:

There are therefore three speed information elaboration systems that function independently of each other. The “Captain” probes feed ADR 1, the “First Officer” probes feed ADR 2 and the “Standby” probes feed ADR 3.

Only the standby instruments such as the ISIS elaborate their speed and altitude information directly from the pneumatic inputs (“standby” probes), without this being processed by an ADM or ADR.

**1.6.6.2 Systems that use the speed information**

The speeds calculated by the ADRs are used, in particular, by the following systems:

- fly-by-wire controls system,
- engine management system,
- flight management and guidance system,
• ground proximity warning system,
• transponder,
• slats and flaps control system.

1.6.7 Checks and maintenance of the Pitot probes

The Pitot probes and maintenance actions are described in the operator’s maintenance manual.

The Pitot probes are subject to a daily visual inspection by a mechanic, who checks their general condition. The crew performs the same type of check before each flight.

During Type C checks, the following operations are performed on the Pitot probes:

• cleaning of the complete probe using compressed air (“blowing” operation),
• cleaning of the drains with a specific tool,
• test and check of probe heating by the standby electrical power supply system,
• check of the sealing of the circuits.

In the case of speed inconsistencies being reported by the crew, corrective actions are the same as those in the Type C checks.

1.6.8 ACARS communication system

The ACARS system, integrated in the ATSU on Air France’s Airbus A330, is used to transmit non-vocal messages between an aircraft and the ground by VHF or satellite communication. It can be used in particular by operators to transmit information in real time (meteorological data, flight progress information, etc.).

There are three major categories of message that can be transmitted:

• non-vocal (ATC) communication messages with an air traffic control centre (CPDLC in particular),
• operational communication messages (AOC) with the operator’s operations centre,
• maintenance messages, exclusively from the aircraft to the maintenance centre.

ACARS messages are transmitted as a priority by VHF or by satellite if VHF is unavailable. They pass through an ACARS service provider’s server (ARINC or SITA) before arriving at the operator’s centre.
Information relative to the network (processing by the ground station and/or service provider’s server) and information relative to the satellite (type of message, channel used, etc.) is added to the useful message.

The ATC and operational messages are generated by the ATSU. The maintenance messages are generated by the CMC and transferred to the ATSU before being transmitted. Of these three types of message, it is the ATC messages that have the highest priority.

Note: the operator can configure part of the ATSU (the AOC part in particular) so as to filter the maintenance messages transmitted or to send specific types of information relative to the flight.

F-GZCP was programmed to automatically transmit its position approximately every ten minutes.

1.6.9 Centralised Maintenance System

The aircraft has a Centralised Maintenance System (CMS) whose role is to facilitate maintenance operations. It acquires and saves certain messages transmitted by the Flight Warning System (FWS) or the test functions integrated in the systems (BITE). It generates maintenance reports, including the CFRs (when the aircraft is in flight) and PFRs (once the aircraft has landed).

The CMS groups together two Central Maintenance Calculators (CMC) and the various systems’ integrated test functions.

1.6.9.1 Flight Reports (CFR and PFR)

The CFR is made up of all the maintenance messages generated on-board an aircraft in flight. Once on the ground, the system generates a more elaborate report, called the PFR.

A maintenance-related message may be:

- a fault message reflecting the triggering of a monitoring process which may inform on the status or functioning of the system concerned,
- a cockpit effect message reflecting an indication presented in the cockpit (for example an ECAM message or a flag).

Note: the term ‘fault’ means the triggering of a monitoring process that may, in certain cases, refer to a failure.

There are three classes of fault messages:

- class 1: these have operational consequences and are accompanied by at least one cockpit effect (not necessarily recorded in the CFR),
- class 2: these do not have any operational consequences; they are accompanied by one or more “MAINTENANCE STATUS” messages that are only brought to the attention of the crew via the ECAM’s STATUS page once on the ground,
- class 3: these messages can only be consulted on the ground, by using each calculator’s BITE systems; these messages are therefore not included in the CFR or PFR.
Unlike the CFR, the PFR presents correlations between the fault and cockpit effect messages. The relative positions of the messages in a CFR and in the corresponding PFR may therefore be different.

1.6.9.2 Maintenance message acquisition by the CMC

The CMC acquires certain ECAM messages from the FWC, in the order that the latter transmits them. This is not necessarily the order in which those messages were displayed on the Engine Warning Display (E/WD). Up to one hundred messages can be acquired in one second. The messages indicating a flag or an advisory are received from the DMCs and must be confirmed for between 2.4 and 3 seconds in order to be acquired. They are timed once this confirmation has been made.

The fault messages are received from the BITE of the various systems. When a system detects a fault, it transmits a fault message to the CMC containing:

- the ATA code (six digits) of the equipment concerned by the fault,
- the name of the system that detected the problem, called the source,
- the message’s class (1 or 2),
- a message describing the fault,
- information on whether the fault is of a lasting (“HARD”) nature or not (“INTERMITTENT”).

When the CMC receives this type of message, it opens a one-minute correlation window corresponding to the first three or four digits of the ATA code. During this period, all the fault messages that may have been received including those same three or four first ATA code digits are grouped together. Once the minute has elapsed, the CMC closes the correlation window and applies the priority rules between the correlated messages in order to generate an overall message:
• class 3 messages are not taken into account,
• a class 1 message takes priority over a class 2 message,
• for two messages of the same class, a message reporting an internal fault (the system detects a fault in its own operation) takes priority over one reporting an external fault (the system observes a fault in another system),
• and as a last resort, the oldest message takes priority.

The overall message generated then contains the priority message’s information (ATA code, source, etc.), to which is added the list of names of the other systems called identifiers that have generated correlated messages.

It is this overall message that then appears in the CFR or PFR. So, no information on the descriptions of the messages transmitted by the identifiers is given; only the description of the priority message is saved. Furthermore, if the source or one of the identifiers has transmitted a class 2 message, its name is preceded by an asterisk (*). The following theoretical sequence is given as an example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Fault message</th>
<th>Change in the overall message at each stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>“message 1”</td>
<td>“message 1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: SYS1</td>
<td>Source : SYS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“message 1”</td>
<td>Identifiers: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0 + 5 s</td>
<td>“message 2”</td>
<td>“message 2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: SYS2</td>
<td>Source: SYS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External fault</td>
<td>Identifiers: *SYS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0 + 10 s</td>
<td>“message 3”</td>
<td>“message 3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: SYS3</td>
<td>Source: SYS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal fault</td>
<td>Identifiers: SYS2, *SYS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0 + 59 s</td>
<td>“message 4”</td>
<td>“message 3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: SYS3</td>
<td>Source: *SYS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“message 3”</td>
<td>Identifiers: SYS2, *SYS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0 + 1 min</td>
<td>Closing of the correlation window.</td>
<td>Generation of the overall message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the messages are timed to the nearest minute. The timing of an ECAM message consists of the time of its acquisition by the CMC, and that of a fault message is the time at which the correlation window opened. It is therefore possible in a CFR to find an ECAM message preceding a fault message that is nevertheless timed one minute before it. So, for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occurrence time</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>CFR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:10:10</td>
<td>“message 1”</td>
<td>Opening of a correlation window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fault</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10:15</td>
<td>“message 2”</td>
<td>ECAM message dated hh10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11:5</td>
<td>“message 3”</td>
<td>ECAM message dated hh11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:11:10</td>
<td>End of the “message 1” correlation window</td>
<td>Fault message dated hh10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.6.9.3 Transmission of maintenance messages by the CMC

In order to transmit the messages by ACARS, the CMC sends them to the ATSU. ECAM messages are transmitted in real time as soon as they are acquired. Flag or advisory messages are transmitted as soon as they have been confirmed. Fault messages are transmitted as soon as the corresponding correlation window is closed.

1.6.10 Radio communications system

The Airbus A330’s radio communications system consists of the following equipment:

- VHF and HF transmitters-receivers
- RMPs,
- audio integration systems: ACP and AMU.

Each VHF / HF transmitter-receiver can be controlled by one of the three RMPs.

1.6.10.1 VHF equipment

There are three identical VHF communication systems installed. Each system includes:

- a transmitter-receiver in the avionics compartment,
- an antenna on the upper part of the fuselage for VHF 1 and VHF 3, and on the lower part of the fuselage for VHF 2.

1.6.10.2 HF equipment

The aircraft has two HF communication systems. Each system includes:

- a transmitter-receiver in the avionics compartment,
- an antenna coupler situated at the root of the stabiliser,
- a shared antenna integrated in the leading edge of the fin.

Since the HF system has a range of several thousand kilometres, a large number of communications are received. Furthermore, the quality of the transmissions may sometimes be poor. Communications may also be interrupted due to natural phenomena.

A SELCAL call system, transmitting a light and sound signal, informs the crew when a ground station is attempting to contact them.

1.7 Meteorological Conditions

1.7.1 Meteorological Situation

Appendix 1 contains the complete detailed study supplied by Météo France.

From a climatology point of view, the general conditions and the position of the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone over the Atlantic were normal for the month of June. Cumulonimbus clusters that are characteristic of this zone were present, with a significant spatial
heterogeneity and lifespan of a few hours.

Infra-red images taken every fifteen minutes by the geostationary satellite Meteosat 9 are the best source of information at this stage to appreciate the evolution of these clusters, but they did make it possible to directly observe the conditions encountered at FL350. Moreover, the two most representative images were taken approximately seven minutes before and after the last ACARS message from flight AF447.

The infra-red imagery analysis does not make it possible to conclude that the stormy activity in the zone where flight AF447 is presumed to have disappeared was exceptional in character, but it shows the existence of a cluster of powerful cumulonimbi along the planned flight path, identifiable from 00 h 30 onwards. This cluster is the result of the fusion of four smaller clusters and its east-west extension is approximately 400 km.

Though the analysis of the imagery leads one to think that, towards 2 h 00, the cumulonimbi forming this cluster had mostly already reached their stage of maturity, it is highly probable that some were the site of notable turbulence at FL350. There is a possibility of significant electrical activity at the flight level, but the presence of super cooled water at FL350 is not very probable and would necessarily have been limited to small quantities.

1.7.2 Comments on the information available

1.7.2.1 Forecast charts

The TEMSI chart for 00 h 00 (Appendix 2) shows that the planned route touches the two East-West oriented cloudy masses, located on both sides of the equator and mentions: ISOL/EMBD CB between levels XXX (base located below FL250) and FL450. The highest altitude of the tropopause along the route is estimated at FL500. A 280°/85 kt jet stream is indicated around the 10° North parallel, to the West of the route, at FL410 and FL430. The following illustration shows the superimposition of this TEMSI with the infra-red image for 00 h 00.
Note: the TEMSI charts and the wind and temperature charts are forecasts based on a digital model at a synoptic scale produced 24 hours before a specific validity time, for the South America region. These charts present the large convective activity zones in the area described but do not indicate the specific position of the cumulonimbi and the cumulonimbus clusters.

The wind and temperature charts show that the average effective wind along the route can be estimated at approximately ten knots tail-wind. On the chart for FL340, the highest air temperature is located around the equator. It is estimated at –40 °C, that is to say, Standard +13 °C.

The CAT charts do not forecast any clear air turbulence along the route.

1.7.2.2 SIGMET

SIGMET 5 issued for the RECIFE FIR on May 31 at 17 h 58, valid from 18 h 00 to 22 h 00, reported a storm forecast in the layer with tops at FL350.

SIGMET 7, issued for the ATLANTICO FIR on May 31 at 17 h 58, valid from 18 h 00 to 22 h 00, reported a storm forecast in the layer with tops at FL370.

SIGMET 7, issued for the DAKAR FIR on May 31 at 16 h 33, valid from 16 h 35 to 20 h 35, reported the observation of isolated storms in the layer, with tops at FL450, moving towards the west at 10 kt.

The zones covered by these messages are shown in the following image, superimposed on the Meteosat 9 infra-red image for 20 h 00.

Note: crews do not have access to such a view.
SIGMET 5 issued for the RECIFE FIR defines the zone affected by storms as being to the south-west of line AB shown in the figure above. This SIGMET reads as follows:

WSBZ31 SBRE 311752
SBRE SIGMET 5 VALID 311800/312200 SBRE-RECIFE FIR EMBD TS FCST SW OF CLARK PSN/ PEPER PSN/ NEURA PSN AREA TOP FL350 STNR NC=

The validity of this message is questionable for two reasons:

- line AB is in the south-west/north-east direction and yet, in such a case, a "SE OF" or "NE NW OF" mention would be expected, and not "SW OF" as is the case in the SIGMET,

- the satellite images during the period of validity of the SIGMET show the convection zone to be located to the North-West of line AB rather than to the South-East of the same.

It is thus possible that this SIGMET includes an error, with a SW OF mention instead of a NW OF mention. On this assumption, SIGMET 5 SBRE would complete the zone identified in the ATLANTICO FIR, as represented by the green line in the figure below:
SIGMET 10 was then issued for the ATLANTICO FIR for the period from 31 May at 22 h 00 to 1st June at 2 h 00, reporting a forecast of stationary storms in the layer, with tops at FL400. The zone covered is illustrated hereafter:

SIGMET 1 issued on 1st June for the ATLANTICO FIR, valid between 2 h 00 and 6 h 00, reported forecast stationary storms in the layer, with tops at FL380. The zone covered is illustrated hereafter:
SIGMET 2 issued for the DAKAR FIR on 1st June at 2 h 44, valid from 2 h 45 to 6 h 45, reported storms observed in the layer at 2 h 15 whose tops were at FL450.

Note: in this SIGMET, the point referenced N 05°15’-O 072°49’ is probably N 05°15’ - O 027°49’.

The zone covered by these two SIGMETs is illustrated below.

1.8 Aids to Navigation

The GNSS is the only navigation aid near the TASIL point.

At the estimated time of the event, the GPS constellation offered the navigation precision required on the route.
1.9 Communications

Transcripts of the radio communications relating to flight AF447, provided by Brazil, are in appendix 3.

1.9.1 Communications between the control centres

Note: the times mentioned come from the transcripts made by the Brazilian authority. There is a variation of about one minute between this reference and that of the Senegalese ATC.

Between 21 h 40 and 23 h 18, the crew successively communicated:

- on the Rio de Janeiro "clearance" frequency (121.0 MHz) at 21 h 40,
- on the ground controller frequency (121.65 MHz), control tower frequency (118.2 MHz), and departure control frequency (128.9 MHz),
- on the CURITIBA FIR frequency (133.4 MHz or 133.6 MHz). The CURITIBA controller cleared the flight to climb to FL350,
- on the BRASILIA frequency (126.55 MHz, then 125.45 MHz and 128.7 MHz).

At 23 h 18 min 37 s, it was transferred to the RECIFE frequency (126.5 MHz).

At 0 h 36 min 40 s, the RECIFE controller asked it to maintain the altitude of FL350 and to contact ATLANTICO on HF (6535 or 5565 kHz) when passing the INTOL point.
At 1 h 31 min 44 s, the RECIFE controller gave it the ATLANTICO HF frequencies: 6649 or 5565 kHz, then 6535 kHz after the TASIL point. The crew read back the three frequencies.

Note: TASIL is on the boundary between the ATLANTICO and DAKAR Oceanic FIRs.

At 1 h 33 min 25 s, the crew contacted the ATLANTICO controller on the 6649 kHz frequency. At 1 35 min 15 s, they informed the controller that they had passed the INTOL point at 1 h 33, at FL350. They announced the following estimates: SALPU at 1 h 48 then ORARO at 2. They also transmitted their SELCAL code: CPHQ.

At 1 h 35 min 26 s, the ATLANTICO controller coordinated flight AF447 with the DAKAR controller. At 1 35 min 32 s, the ATLANTICO controller transmitted the following items to the DAKAR controller: TASIL estimated at 2 h 20, FL350, Mach 0.82.

At 1 h 35 min 38 s, the ATLANTICO controller sent a SELCAL call.

At 1 h 35 min 43 s, the crew thanked the controller.

At 1 h 35 min 46 s, the controller asked them to maintain an altitude of FL350 and to give a TASIL estimate.

Between 1 h 35 min 53 s and 1 h 36 min 14 s, the ATLANTICO controller asked the crew three times for their estimated time passing the TASIL point. The crew did not answer.

1.9.2 Coordination between the control centres

Note: the times mentioned come from the transcripts made by the Senegalese authority. There is a variation of about one minute between this reference and that of the Brazilian ATC.

At 1 h 46, the DAKAR controller asked the ATLANTICO controller for further information regarding flight AF447 since he had no flight plan. The ATLANTICO controller provided the following elements: A332, from SBGL to LFPG, SELCAL: CPHQ.

The DAKAR OCEANIC Regional Control Centre created the flight plan and activated it. The result of this was to generate a virtual flight following the planned trajectory in the DAKAR FIR between TASIL and POMAT. There was no radio contact between AF447 and DAKAR, nor any ADS-C connection. The flight remained virtual.

At 2 h 47 min 00 s, the DAKAR controller coordinated flight AF447 by telephone (ATS/DS) with the SAL controller (Cape Verde) with the following information: passing the POMAT point (leaving the DAKAR FIR) estimated at 3 h 45, FL350, Mach 0.82.

At 2 h 48 min 07 s, the DAKAR controller told the SAL controller that flight AF447 had not yet established contact with him.

At 3 h 54 min 30 s, the SAL controller called the DAKAR controller by telephone (ATS/DS) to confirm the estimated time for passing the POMAT point. The latter confirmed that POMAT was estimated at 3 h 45. The DAKAR controller stated that the crew of flight AF447 had not contacted him to correct its estimate. The SAL controller replied that the estimate was probably later. He asked the DAKAR controller if there was any change. The DAKAR controller then said that he was going to try to contact flight AF447.
At 4 h 07 min 4 s, the SAL controller requested confirmation of the flight AF447 estimate. The DAKAR controller confirmed again that POMAT was estimated at 3 h 45. The SAL controller pointed out that it was 4 h 8 and that the estimate was not correct. The DAKAR controller recalled that contact had not been established with flight AF447. The SAL controller stated that he had identified flight AF459 on his radar whereas its estimate was later than that of flight AF447. The SAL controller said that he thought that the POMAT estimate was later, at 4 h 29 or 4 h 30. The Dakar controller told the SAL controller that he would call him back.

At 4 h 11 min 53 s, the DAKAR controller asked flight AF459 to contact flight AF447.

At 4 h 20 min 27 s, the crew of AF459 informed the DAKAR controller that they were passing point POMAT at FL370. They had not succeed in contacting flight AF447 and said that they had sent a message to Air France so that the airline should try to contact flight AF447.

At 4 h 20 min 36 s, the DAKAR controller asked the crew of AF459 to contact SAL on the 128.3 MHz frequency.

At 4 h 21 min 52 s, the DAKAR controller asked the ATLANTICO controller to confirm that flight AF447 had passed TASIL at 2 h 20 at FL350. The ATLANTICO controller confirmed that TASIL was estimated at 2 h 20 but that no contact had been made.

The DAKAR controller confirmed to the SAL controller that he still had no radio contact with the plane and that the estimates were correct.

At 4 h 37 min 7 s, the DAKAR controller asked the SAL controller if he had still not been able to contact flight AF447 and informed him that, according to the ATLANTICO controller, the flight should have left the FIR at 2 h 20 and consequently the POMAT estimate should be 3 h 45.

At 4 h 39 min 42 s, the DAKAR controller asked the ATLANTICO controller to confirm that he had not had contact with flight AF447. The latter replied that he had not had contact at TASIL but that the first contact was at INTOL at 1 h 33. The DAKAR controller told the ATLANTICO controller that SAL had not established contact either. The ATLANTICO controller said that he would call again later.

At 4 h 52 min 36 s, the DAKAR controller called the SAL controller again to ask him whether he had established contact. He confirmed the estimates at the edges of the FIR and asked the SAL controller to call him again if he established contact.

At 4 h 53 min 50 s, the ATLANTICO controller called the DAKAR controller again. He told him that he would check the estimates again and call him again.

At 5 h 01 min 34 s, the DAKAR controller asked the CANARIAS controller if he was in contact with AF447. The latter replied that he had no information.

At 5 h 06 min 17 s, the SAL controller asked the DAKAR controller if he had a position report for flight AF447 at the boundary with the ATLANTICO FIR. The latter replied that he had not.

At 5 h 09 min 15 s, the ATLANTICO controller asked the DAKAR controller if he had any news of flight AF447. The DAKAR controller replied that he hadn’t and then the ATLANTICO controller requested confirmation that the flight was already in the SAL FIR. The DAKAR controller replied: "yes, no worry". He also confirmed that SAL had not established contact with flight AF447.
The continuation of the exchanges between the control centres is described in paragraph 1.15.

### 1.10 Aerodrome Information

The support aerodromes for this ETOPS 120 minute flight were: Natal (Brazil) and Sal Amilcar (Cape Verde).

### 1.11 Flight Recorders

At the time of writing of this report, search operations were still under way to try to locate and recover the Flight Data Recorder and Cockpit Voice Recorder.

### 1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information

#### 1.12.1 Localisation of the bodies and aircraft parts

The French and Brazilian navies found debris belonging to the aircraft from 6 June onwards. All the debris known to the BEA was referenced in a database. By 26 June, this database included 640 items.

Whenever the information is available, the position, the date and the time of their recovery are indicated. The chart below shows the position of all of the bodies and debris thus georeferenced. The bodies are represented by red circles and the debris by white circles. The tail fin (vertical stabiliser), found on 7 June is represented by a yellow diamond.
The timeline of the recovery of the bodies and debris from the aircraft found between 6 June and 18 June, 2009 and known to the BEA on 26 June, 2009, can be found in appendix 4.

1.12.2 Identification of the items recovered

The identification of the debris shows that it consists mainly of light items belonging to the cabin fittings and holds (bulkheads, galley, ceiling or floor panels, seats, overhead baggage bins, cabin and hold lining).

Approximately thirty pieces are external parts of the plane (vertical stabiliser, pieces of the radome, the engine cowl, the under belly fairing, the flap actuator fairing, the trimmable horizontal stabiliser and the secondary control surfaces).

The identified debris thus comes from all the areas of the plane.

An ELT distress beacon with manual tripping was also recovered. This had not been actuated. Its switch was found in the “OFF” position.

1.12.3 Visual inspection

A first visual inspection brought to light the following.

The tail fin was damaged during its recovery and transport but the photographs available made it possible to identify the damage that was not the result of the accident. The middle and rear fasteners with the related fragments of the fuselage hoop frames were present in the fin base. The distortions of the frames showed that they broke during a forward motion with a slight twisting component towards the left.

Part of the radome was found, representing approximately a fifth of its circumference along its upper part.
The galley, identified as G2, located at the level of door 2 on the right-hand side, was not very distorted. Baskets and racks were compressed in the lower part of both galley carts.

The distortions observed in the metal vertical reinforcements of a toilet door showed evidence of great compressive forces.
Fragments of the walls of the flight crew rest module were crumpled and those of the ceiling were deformed downwards. The floor was curved under the effect of a strong upward pressure from below. The connecting brackets between the floor and the walls were bent backwards.

1.12.4 Summary of visual examination

Observations of the tail fin and on the parts from the passenger (galley, toilet door, crew rest module) showed that the airplane had likely struck the surface of the water in a straight line, with a high rate vertical acceleration.

1.13 Medical and Pathological Information

Sailors from the Frigate Ventôse recovered about thirty bodies. A visual examination of the bodies showed that they were clothed and relatively well preserved. All of them were handed over to the Brazilian Navy to be transferred to the Recife morgue.

At this stage of the investigation, the BEA has not yet had access to the autopsy data.
1.14 Fire

Based on the elements recovered up to now, no evidence of fire or explosion has been brought to light.

1.15 Survival Aspects

Given the current lack of information regarding the end of the flight, this chapter only deals with the launching and organization of the search and rescue operations.

The chronology of events is based on the recordings from the ATC centres at Dakar and Brest and the Air France OCC. At this stage of the investigation, the BEA has not yet had access to the data from the Recife (ATLANTICO) and Sal (SAL OCEANIC) centres.

Synchronisation of the exchanges between the ATC centres is difficult and remains uncertain. In this chapter, the times have been rounded to the nearest minute, which is the scale of uncertainty.

The exchanges between the various control centres concerning the lack of contact with flight AF447 are detailed in Chapter 1.9 Communications.

The following table mentions, as an indication, the forecast times of entry of flight AF447 into the FIRs, estimated from the IFPS data, taking into account the last communication with the ATLANTICO centre, during which the crew announced that it was passing the INTOL point at 1 h 33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC AND FIR CODE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>REPORT POINT</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTICO (SBAO)</td>
<td>1 h 33</td>
<td>INTOL</td>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIC DAKAR (GOOO)</td>
<td>2 h 20</td>
<td>TASIL</td>
<td>SENEGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIC SAL (GVSC)</td>
<td>3 h 43</td>
<td>POMAT</td>
<td>CAPE VERDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANARIAS (GCC)</td>
<td>4 h 37</td>
<td>IPERA</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASABLANCA (GMMM)</td>
<td>6 h 2</td>
<td>SAMAR</td>
<td>MOROCCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISBOA (LPCC)</td>
<td>6 h 47</td>
<td>BAROK</td>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRID (LECM)</td>
<td>7 h 22</td>
<td>BABOV</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREST (LFRR)</td>
<td>8 h 1</td>
<td>DELOG</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARIS (LFFF)</td>
<td>8 h 35</td>
<td>NORMI</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following timeline was made from the still fragmentary information collected at this stage, which will be supplemented during the investigation. Any interpretation that goes beyond the factual data mentioned could lead to an erroneous analysis.

At 4 h 11, the DAKAR controller asked flight AF459 to contact flight AF447. The crew of flight AF459 sent a message to Air France at 4 h 18 so that the airline should try to contact flight AF447. At 4 h 24, Air France asked flight AF447 by ACARS to contact DAKAR OCEANIC.

At 5 h 50, after several unsuccessful attempts to obtain information on flight AF447, Air France contacted the SARSAT (Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking) centre. The latter had not detected any beacon transmission. Acting upon the advice of SARSAT, Air France contacted the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre.

At 6 h 00, the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre called the BREST centre (CRNA west) and asked it to contact the centres concerned with flight AF447. The BREST centre contacted the adjacent SHANWICK centre for it to contact the SANTA MARIA centre (Azores). The latter said that it did not have any information regarding the flight.

Between 6 h 4 and 6 h 12 the Air France OCC contacted successively the SANTA MARIA, SHANWICK and CANARIAS (Spain) centres to find out if they had had or could have contact with AF447, which could be in Moroccan airspace at that time. In parallel, the Air France OCC also informed the CNOA of the impossibility of getting in touch with AF447 and asked if there was any alternative means of detection. At the same time, the SHANWICK centre indicated to the BREST centre that the airplane would appear to be in Moroccan airspace.
At 6 h 05 the DAKAR controller confirmed to the ATLANTICO controller that the SAL controller still had no contact with flight AF447. At the same time, the CANARIAS centre sent a message to the DAKAR centre requesting information about flight AF447.

At 6 h 13, the BREST centre told the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre that, according to an indirect source that had not been validated flight, AF447 had been in contact with Moroccan ATC.

At 6 h 17, the BREST centre contacted the adjacent MADRID centre to find out whether LISBOA ATC (Portugal) had information regarding the flight and if it could ask the crew to contact its airline.

A little later, the BREST centre sent a priority message to the LISBOA, MADRID and SANTA MARIA centres to request information regarding flight AF447 which was not in contact with its airline’s operations control centre. It sent this message again at 6 h 24.

At 6 h 32, the BREST centre confirmed to the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre that SANTA MARIA had no information about the flight.

At 6 h 35, the MADRID centre told the BREST centre that the flight was at that time in contact with CASABLANCA FIR and would enter the LISBOA FIR within a quarter of an hour. The BREST centre transmitted this information to the Air France Operations Control Centre and to the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre.

At 6 h 44, after having contacted the CASABLANCA control centre, the Air France OCC called the BREST centre and informed it that CASABLANCA did not have contact (either by radio or radar) with the flight. The OCC specified that the CASABLANCA centre was on contact with AF459. At 6 h 45, the BREST centre transmitted this information to the MADRID centre.

At 6 h 51, the MADRID centre confirmed that LISBOA had no radar contact and that CASABLANCA had neither radio nor radar contact with flight AF447. It specified that the flight should enter LISBOA airspace within ten minutes and then establish radar contact.

At 7 h 08, the MADRID centre informed the BREST centre that LISBOA had no radio or radar contact with AF447.

At 7 h 17, the BREST centre, which was then trying to locate flight AF447 in oceanic airspace, directly contacted the SANTA MARIA centre. The latter indicated that the DAKAR centre had had no contact with flight AF447 and that it was then supposed to be with the CASABLANCA centre. The BREST centre confirmed to SANTA MARIA that the CASABLANCA centre had no contact with flight AFR447. The SANTA MARIA centre then sought information from the CANARIAS centre.

At 7 h 29, the Air France OCC called the BREST centre to state its concerns over AF447. It stated that the airplane was not in contact either with Brazil or with Senegal and that the attempts at communication using the ACARS system, SATCOM and Stockholm radio were unsuccessful.

Note: Stockholm radio is a private operator based in Sweden that offers HF radio communications services. Air France is a client of Stockholm radio.

At 7 h 37, BREST called SANTA MARIA again, and the latter informed it that it had not had radar contact with AF447. SANTA MARIA added that DAKAR had coordinated AF447 with
SAL but that the latter had had no radio or radar contact with the flight.

At 7 h 41, the DAKAR shift supervisor informed the Dakar Rescue Control Centre that flight AF447 should have passed the TASIL point at 2 h 20 but that it had not had any contact with the plane.

Shortly afterwards, the Air France OCC and then the BREST centre informed the BEA. The BREST centre planned to launch an alert phase at the forecast time of entry of the plane into the BREST UIR.

At 8 h 01, the BREST centre informed the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre that it still had no news of flight AF447 and wondered whether it would be appropriate to launch an alert. The Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre said that it was not qualified to intervene since the event was outside its SAR responsibility zone.

At 8 h 07, the LISBOA and SANTA MARIA centres replied to the BREST centre saying that they had no news of flight AF447.

At 8 h 15, the MADRID centre launched an INCERFA-ALERFA phase.

At 8 h 34, the BREST centre launched a DETRESFA phase and called the Cinq Mars La Pile Regional Control Centre.

At 8 h 37, the air traffic control services at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport asked their counterparts in Dakar for information on flight AF447.

At 9 h 09, the BREST centre sent a DETRESFA message to some centres along the route of flight AF447. The message indicated an estimated position between the ORARO and TASIL report points.

At 9 h 31, the SAL centre, which was not the recipient of the message from BREST, sent an ALERFA-INCERFA message to the DAKAR centre.

At 9 h 40, the Dakar rescue control centre informed the Dassault Atlantique detachment that the control centre had not had contact with a plane that should have crossed the DAKAR OCEANIC FIR. The head of the Naval Aviation detachment contacted the military authorities in France: the Brest Maritime Operations Centre, the National Air Operations Centre (CNOA) and the Gris Nez centre (15).

At 9 h 50, the head of the Naval Aviation detachment launched a heightened alert (one hour notice and additional fuelling carried out).

At 10 h 45, the Dakar rescue control centre gave the takeoff order to the Dassault Atlantique 2 to position itself at Cape Verde. This was a pre-positioning choice given the uncertainty about the location of the accident.

The CNOA then indicated a probable search area to the head of the detachment, between Cape Verde and Brazil, indicated by Air France and confirmed by the BEA at 11 h 07.

(15) Gris-Nez is the French correspondent of the foreign search and rescue centres. It centralizes and deals with alerts transmitted by French ships sailing on all of the world's seas. It cooperates with maritime rescue coordination centres (MRCC), which are counterparts within the framework of the world distress and safety-at-sea system.
At 12 h 14, the Dassault Atlantique 2 took off bound for Cape Verde (16).

Around 13 h 00, the crew of the Dassault Atlantique 2, en route to position at Cape Verde, received the instruction to proceed towards TASIL descending UN 873 airway.

The Dassault Atlantique 2 arrived over the search area at 15 h 28. It landed back in Dakar at 22 h 20 without having detected any debris.

The low altitude searches are coordinated by the Recife MRCC, the airplane having disappeared in its zone of SAR responsibility.

1.16 Tests and Research

1.16.1 Sea Searches

1.16.1.1 Context of the searches

The estimated area of the accident is over the Atlantic Dorsal Chain. The search is proceeding there in an unfavourable environment due to the depth and to the topography of the seabed. This seabed is little known and presents, over short distances, depths going from 900 metres to approximately 4,600 metres. The distance from dry land implies a lack of radar coverage and radio communication difficulties.

The search area was initially defined based on the airplane’s route and the last position contained in the ACARS messages. This makes an area with a radius of 40 NM, extending over more than 17,000 km² and located more than 500 NM from the coasts.

(16) Take-off was delayed for approximately thirty minutes due to technical problems.
The searches on the surface made it possible to locate bodies and airplane parts from 6 June onwards. The position of the floating elements allowed a search zone to be defined based on the work on the currents and the winds. The following figure shows the underwater search area.

1.16.1.2 Principle of the underwater searches

As the aircraft's recorders were each equipped with an underwater locator beacon, it was best to prioritise an acoustic search initially, nevertheless taking into account the limited range of the beacons, which is about two kilometres at most. The propagation of acoustic waves in a liquid medium, which depends on many interdependent parameters such as the salinity and the temperature of the water, must also be taken into account. When an acoustic wave is propagated in the sea, it is subjected to refractions and this generates multiple trajectories. The acoustic waves may also be deflected in such a way that there is a "shadow" region which is never reached by these waves.

Acoustic searches using beacons which transmit at 37.5 KHz (± 1 KHz) are in general more effective than searches using sonar, magnetometers and video cameras. Nevertheless, the duration of the beacon transmission is limited, being certified for a minimum transmission duration of thirty days from immersion.

Taking into account the range of the beacons, the hydrophones must be brought closer to the source of transmission, by towing specialized equipment near the seabed.
The underwater search devices that are used after localisation of the wreckage must also take into account the depth and uncertainty of the area. In the case of the accident to flight AF447, provision has been made for specialized devices able to descend to a depth of six thousand metres.

1.16.1.3 Resources deployed by France

By the Ministry of Defence

The French Navy deployed the frigate Ventôse and the Mistral BPC (projection and command ship), which have been taking part in the search and recovery operations for the floating bodies and debris. They have been assisted by their on-board helicopters and Naval Aviation and Air Force planes.

The Emeraude (hunter killer nuclear submarine) was sent to the area to complete the acoustic search system.

By the BEA

In relation to towed acoustic devices, the BEA approached the US Navy. The latter has two towed pinger locator (TPL) hydrophones and uses them regularly to search for civil or military aircraft crashed at sea.

The US Navy TPLs can operate at up to a depth of six thousand metres. They operate on a waveband between 5 and 60 KHz which includes the frequency transmitted by the underwater locator beacons. The average detection range of the TPLs is estimated at two kilometres at least.

To optimize the use of this equipment, the BEA chartered two available ships from the Dutch subsidiary of Louis-Dreyfus Armateurs. These two tugs are the "Fairmount Expedition" and the "Fairmount Glacier".

The BEA also chartered the oceanographic ship "Pourquoi Pas ?" from IFREMER together with its specialized exploration and intervention resources, the "Nautil" submarine and the "Victor 6000" ROV, which are able to operate at a depth of up to six thousand metres. These vehicles can also map the site of the accident.
The "Pourquoi Pas?" has acoustic detection equipment on board:

- an acoustic Repeater,
- a SMF (multi-beam sonar) modified to operate in passive mode,
- "ROV homer" directional hydrophones, which can be adapted to the underwater intervention resources.

1.16.1.4 Organisation of the underwater searches

Before the tugs and the submarine arrived at the estimated site of the accident, a grid network was made for the search area at the CECLANT centre in Brest by the French Navy and the BEA. The area was thus divided into blocks with sides measuring ten arc-minute lengths (that is to say squares with sides measuring approximately 10 NM at these latitudes, see figure in 1.16.1.1). In most of these blocks, depths can exceed 3,500 m. The working areas were distributed between the surface ships and the underwater resources so that the search was carried out rapidly under good safety conditions.

The tactical coordination of the searches takes place on board of the "Pourquoi Pas?". It is being conducted by the BEA together with the CEPHISMER personnel (French Navy).

The SHOM detachment on board the "Pourquoi pas?" is working to improve the knowledge of the topography of the area. The deep sea multi-beam probe can be used to collect depth data. Current measurement data and data related to the measurement of the speed of sound in the water are also being processed.

In order to use the towed pinger locators, they are towed at approximately three knots as close as possible to the seabed. In order to systematically cover the area, the tugs use lines with a spacing of 2.5 km. This takes into account the scan swath of the TPL which is approximately 2 NM.

1.16.2 ACARS messages

1.16.2.1 ATC messages

No ATC messages were received or transmitted by F-GZCP. Only three attempts were made to connect up to the Dakar centre ADS-C system and were recorded on 1st June at 1 h 33, 1 h 35 and 2 h 01. The three requests were refused with a FAK4 code, meaning that the control system had detected the absence of a flight plan for this aircraft or that there was a mismatch between the flight plan filed for this registration number, the flight number and the reported position.

1.16.2.2 Operational messages

The first position message (AOC type message) was transmitted on 31 May at 22 h 39. On 1st June at 2 h 10 min 34, the last position received was latitude +2.98° (North) and longitude -030.59° (West). The position transmitted was the aircraft’s FM position which, in normal conditions, is close to the GPS position.

Other operational messages were sent to the aircraft, including aircraft loading data (load sheet), takeoff charts and meteorological information.
1.16.2.3 Maintenance messages

Twenty-six maintenance messages relative to flight AF447 were received. Twenty-four of them were received on 1st June between 2 h 10 and 2 h 15.

The first two messages were received the day before at 22 h 45. These were a class 2 fault message and a related MAINTENANCE STATUS TOILET cockpit effect message. The fault message, “LAV CONFIGURATION” (ATA 383100, source VSC*, HARD) represented a toilet configuration difference between the airplane and that included in one of the associated systems.

1.16.2.4 Analysis of the messages received on 1st June from 2 h 10 onwards

The messages received on 1st June after 2 h 10 all transited via the same satellite (Atlantic Ocean West, operated by the Inmarsat Company) and SITA’s ACARS network. The twenty-four raw maintenance messages are listed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of reception</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:10:10</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 221002006AUTO FLT AP OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:16</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 226201006AUTO FLT REAC W/S DET FAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:23</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 279100506F/CTL ALTN LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:29</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 228300206FLAG ON CAPT PFD SPD LIMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:34</td>
<td>#0210/+2.98-30.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:41</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 228301206FLAG ON F/O PFD SPD LIMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:47</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 223002506AUTO FLT A/THR OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10:54</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 344300506NAV TCAS FAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:00</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 228300106FLAG ON CAPT PFD FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:15</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 228301106FLAG ON F/O PFD FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:21</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 272302006F/CTL RUD TRV LIM FAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:27</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 279045506MAINTENANCE STATUS EFCS 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:42</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010210 279045006MAINTENANCE STATUS EFCS 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:49</td>
<td>-1/FLR/FR0906010210 34111506EFCS21,EFCS1X,PROBE-PITOT 1X2 / 2X3 / 1X3 (9DA),HARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11:55</td>
<td>-1/FLR/FR0906010210 27933406EFCS1X2,EFCS2X,FCPC2 (2CE2) /WRG:ADIRU1 BUS ADR1-2 TO FCPC2,HARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12:10</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010211 341200106FLAG ON CAPT PFD FPV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12:16</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010211 341201106FLAG ON F/O PFD FPV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:12:51</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010212 341040006NAV ADR DISAGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:13:08</td>
<td>-1/FLR/FR0906010211 34220006ISIS 1,ISIS(22FN-10FC) SPEED OR MACH FUNCTION,HARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:13:14</td>
<td>-1/FLR/FR0906010211 34123406IR2 1,EFS1X,IR1,IR3,ADIRU2 (1FP2),HARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:13:35</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010213 279002506F/CTL PRIM 1 FAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:13:51</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010213 279004006F/CTL SEC 1 FAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14:14</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010214 341036006MAINTENANCE STATUS ADR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14:20</td>
<td>-1/FLR/FR0906010214 22833406AFS 1,FMGEC1(1CA1),INTERMITTENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:14:26</td>
<td>-1/WRN/WN0906010214 213100206ADVISORY CABIN VERTICAL SPEED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A position report message (AOC type) was received at 2 h 10 min 34 s, between two maintenance messages. This can be explained by the fact that AOC messages take priority over maintenance messages.

17 The reception time given is that of the service provider’s server processor.
The messages were at least five or six seconds apart, which can be explained by the limited rate of communication by satellite. There are two possible reasons for the longer gaps: either the aircraft did not have any messages to transmit, or it no longer had the means for doing so (loss of satellite communication performance, for example).

When a message is sent by the aircraft, the sequence is as follows

The company that operates the satellite used by AF447 has provided the traces of the messages transmitted to the aircraft and seen by the satellite. The information analysed allows us to say that:

- the last message was transmitted to the aircraft at 2 h 14 min 28 s and was effectively received,
- the twenty-five messages transmitted by the aircraft were correctly received by the ground station,
- the gap observed between the message sent at 2 h 13 min 14 s and the one sent at 2 h 13 min 45 s is due, at least in part, to a temporary interruption in the communication link between the aircraft and the satellite,
- there were no satellite telephone communications during the flight.

**Interpretation of the messages**

Interpretation of the maintenance-related messages is made delicate by the following factors:

- this type of message is only transmitted once, at the first occurrence. It can only indicate that a fault has appeared. If the fault has disappeared, no message is transmitted to indicate this,
- some messages concerning the aircraft’s configuration such as stall or overspeed warnings are not recorded,
- message-timing by the CMC is accurate to within one minute,
- the order in which these messages are transmitted does not necessarily correspond to the associated sequence of events,
the limited rate of communication by satellite does not make it possible to determine directly the time of message reception precisely to the nearest second,
• in the CFR, a class 1 fault message is not necessarily accompanied by a cockpit effect, and it is possible that a cockpit effect message is not the consequence of a fault message.

Fault messages are identified by the letters FLR (for “failure”) at the beginning of the message, and cockpit effect messages by the letters WRN (for “warning”):

fault: -.1/FLR/FR0906010211 34123406IR2 1,EFC1X,IR1,IR3,,,ADIRU2 (1FP2),HARD
cockpit effect: -.1/WRN/WN0906001020 221002006AUTO FLT AP OFF

The information contained in a message differs depending on the type of message. Some of this information may be common:

Note: the fault messages generated by the EFCS are always of the HARD type.

Analysis of the cockpit effect messages

Note: when cockpit effect type messages are associated with procedures, the latter are referenced in appendix 5.

The cockpit effect messages are described in the order in which they appear on the CFR. The theoretical symptoms in the cockpit are given for each one taken separately: the ECAM message, the visual and aural warnings, the SD page called up and the local alarms that correspond to it.
- **AUTO FLT AP OFF (2 h 10)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTO FLT AP OFF</td>
<td>Cavalry charge</td>
<td>Master warning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Meaning:** This message indicates an autopilot disconnection other than by pressing the push-button provided for that purpose on the control sticks (*instinctive disconnect*).

- **AUTO FLT REAC W/S DET FAULT (2 h 10)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTO FLT REAC W/S DET FAULT</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Meaning:** This message indicates unavailability of the reaction to wind shear detection function.

- **F/CTL ALTN LAW (2 h 10)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F/CTL ALTN LAW (PROT LOST)</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  The green symbols showing the attitude protections on the PFD are replaced by amber crosses.

  **Meaning:** This message indicates switching to *alternate* flight control law.

- **FLAG ON CAPT PFD SPD LIM and FLAG ON F/O PFD SPD LIM (2 h 10)**

  **Symptoms:** Disappearance of the display of the characteristic speeds (in particular VLS and green dot) on the Captain and First Officer PFDs, with display of the SPD LIM flag at the bottom of the speed scales.

  **Meaning:** This message indicates the unavailability of the FMGEC’s characteristic speed calculation function.

- **AUTO FLT A/THR OFF (2 h 10)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTO FLT A/THR OFF</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Meaning:** This message indicates disconnection of the auto-thrust other than by pressing the button provided for that purpose on the throttle control levers (*instinctive disconnect*) or that the throttle control levers were moved to the *idle* notch.
o NAV TCAS FAULT (2 h 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAV TCAS FAULT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Flag on PFD and ND</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meaning:** This message indicates that the TCAS is inoperative. At this stage of the investigation, this message has not been fully explained.

o FLAG ON CAPT PFD FD and FLAG ON F/O PFD FD (2 h 10)

**Symptoms:** Disappearance of the Flight Director on the PFDs, Captain and First Officer sides, and display of the red FD flag.

**Meaning:** This message indicates the Flight Director function is selected and unavailable.

o F/CTL RUD TRV LIM FAULT (2 h 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F/CTL RUD TRV LIM FAULT</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>F/CTL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meaning:** This message indicates the unavailability of the rudder deflection limitation calculation function. The limitation value remains frozen at the current value at the time of the failure (until the slats extension command is given).

o MAINTENANCE STATUS EFCS2 and MAINTENANCE STATUS EFCS1 (2 h 10)

These ECAM messages are not brought to the attention of the crew in flight.

o FLAG ON CAPT PFD FPV and FLAG ON F/O PFD FPV (2 h 11)

**Symptoms:** Disappearance of the FPV (bird) on the PFDs, Captain and First Officer sides, and display of the red FPV flag.

**Meaning:** This message indicates that the FPV function is selected and unavailable.

o NAV ADR DISAGREE (2 h 12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAV ADR DISAGREE</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meaning:** This message indicates that the EFCSs have rejected an ADR, and then identified an inconsistency between the two remaining ADRs on one of the monitored parameters.
- **F/CTL PRIM 1 FAULT (2 h 13)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F/CTL PRIM 1 FAULT</strong></td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>F/CTL</td>
<td>“Fault” light on corresponding button</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meaning:** This message indicates that FCPC1 (PRIM 1) has stopped functioning. This shutdown could be the result of a command or of a failure.

- **F/CTL SEC 1 FAULT (2 h 13)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECAM Alarm</th>
<th>Aural warning</th>
<th>Visual warning</th>
<th>SD page</th>
<th>Local alarm</th>
<th>Inhibited in phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F/CTL SEC 1 FAULT</strong></td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Master caution</td>
<td>F/CTL</td>
<td>“Fault” light on corresponding button</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meaning:** This message indicates that FCSC1 (SEC 1) has stopped functioning. This shutdown could be the result of a command or of a failure.

- **MAINTENANCE STATUS ADR2 (2 h 14)**

This ECAM message is not brought to the attention of the crew in flight.

- **ADVISORY CABIN VERTICAL SPEED (2 h 14)**

**Symptoms:** Flashing of the cabin vertical speed indicator on the SD’s PRESS page.

**Meaning:** This message indicates a cabin altitude variation greater, as an absolute value, than 1,800 ft/min for five seconds.

**Analysis of the fault messages**

Five *fault* messages were received by ACARS. They are described in the order in which they appear in the CFR.

- **PROBE PITOT 1+2 / 2+3 / 1+3 (9DA) (2 h 10)**

ATA: 341115  
Source: EFCS2  
Identifiers: EFCS1, AFS  
Class 1, HARD

This message, transmitted by the FCDC2 (EFCS2), means that the FCPCs (or PRIMs) triggered one of the speed monitoring processes: they have detected a decrease of more than 30 kt in one second of the “polled” speed value. The three ADRs were considered valid by the EFCS2 at the time the monitoring was triggered, because the prior rejection of an ADR would have generated a class 2 *fault* message and there would therefore have been an asterisk in front of the source. In this case, the “polled” value is the median value.
At the time this monitoring is triggered, the FCPCs open a window during which they operate with alternate 2 law (see following graphic). The rudder deflection limitation function is also frozen, but the associated alarm is inhibited. At the end of the window, if the difference between the values polled at each end of that window is less than 50 kt, the FCPCs return to normal law. Otherwise, they continue in alternate 2 law, the rudder deflection limitation function remains unavailable and the corresponding alarm is generated.

Note: the alternate 2 control law is a load factor law for pitch and a direct law for roll. Only the load factor protection remains available. In certain cases, the high and low speed stabilities may also be lost.

The presence of the F/CTL RUD TRV LIM FAULT message indicates that EFCS monitoring had been activated and that the alternate law had been maintained. The rudder deflection limitation value then remained the same as that before monitoring was triggered.

The identifiers are:

- **EFCS1**: the FCDC1 is a clone of FCDC2 and it is therefore probable that the message transmitted by EFCS1 was the same. However, it is not possible to state this categorically at this stage of the investigation because around twenty messages can be generated by the EFCSs with an ATA code starting with 341.

- **AFS**: it does not perform this specific monitoring but can generate a message with an ATA code starting with 341 further to the triggering of another monitoring process that does not explicitly point to the speeds, unlike FCPC monitoring. The fact that the AFS is an identifier nevertheless implies that the monitoring was triggered in the same minute as that of EFCS2 monitoring.

This message, in itself, and the identifiers that are associated with it therefore indicate the triggering of distinct monitoring processes, one of which is explicitly linked to the speeds delivered by the ADRs. The combined triggering of these monitoring processes has the following effects:

---

**Diagram:**

Source (first system to have generated this message)

- FLR/FR9090610211214123406, IR2, 1, EFCS1X, IR1, IR3, ..., ADIRU2 (1FP2), HARD
- WRN/WN909061021022102006, AUTO FLT AP OFF

Class of message

- Indicators that the anomaly was confirmed (as opposed to INTERMITTENT)

Identifiers

- Flight phase (06 is cruise)

ATA Reference

- (for instance, the code 341234 refers to chapter 34 "navigation", sub-chapter 12/34)

Date (here: June 1st, 2009)
at the level of the EFCSs:

- switch to alternate 2 control law,
- unavailability of the rudder deflection limitation function which occurs, when applicable, ten seconds later.

at the level of the AFS:

- unavailability of the autopilot,
- unavailability of the auto-thrust,
- unavailability of the flight director function,
- unavailability of the characteristic speeds calculation function,
- unavailability of the reaction to wind shear detection function.

o FCPC2(2CE2)/WRG: ADIRU1 BUS ADR1-2 TO FCPC2 (2 h 10)

ATA: 279334
Source: *EFCS1
Identifiers: *EFCS2
Class 2, HARD

This message indicates that FCPC 2 no longer considers as valid the information that is delivered to it by ADR 1 (via bus 2). The ATA code beginning with 27 indicates that the fault was not detected by any other FCPC during the three seconds that followed (otherwise this message would have been classified ATA 34). This message has not been fully explained at this stage of the investigation.

o ISIS (22FN-10FC) SPEED OR MACH FUNCTION (2 h 11)

ATA: 342200
Source: ISIS
Identifiers: -
Class 1, HARD

This message, transmitted by the ISIS, may be the consequence of:

- an internal failure at the level of the CAS or Mach elaboration function,
- CAS or Mach values that are outside certain limits.

If the CAS is outside those limits, the SPD flag is displayed on the ISIS speed scale. If the Mach exceeds the upper limit, the M flag is displayed instead of the Mach. If it is lower than the lower limit, the Mach value is no longer displayed but this flag does not appear. The display of these flags is not captured by the CMC that the aircraft was equipped with.

o ADIRU2 (1FP2) (2 h 11)

ATA: 341234
Source: IR2
Identifiers: *EFCS1, IR1, IR3
Class 1, HARD

This message has not been fully explained at this stage of the investigation. It was generated by IR 2, but it is possible that the correlation window had been opened by EFCS 1 via a class 2 message.
This message has not been fully explained at this stage of the investigation. The fact that it was “INTERMITTENT” means that the fault was detected for less than 2.5 seconds.

1.16.2.5 Partial conclusion

At this stage of the investigation, the messages analysed allow us to conclude that various monitoring processes were triggered. At least one of them corresponds to an inconsistency in the speed measurements. Several of the cockpit effects messages recorded could correspond to the consequences of these monitoring processes:

- AUTO FLT AP OFF,
- AUTO FLT A/THR OFF,
- AUTO FLT REAC W/S DET FAULT
- F/CTL RUD TRV LIM FAULT,
- F/CTL ALTN LAW,
- FLAG ON CAPT (F/O) PFD SPD LIM,
- FLAG ON CAPT (F/O) PFD FD.

Note: the CFR was designed to facilitate maintenance operations; it is therefore not intended to be used for investigation purposes.

1.17 Information on Organisations and Management

1.17.1 Preparation of flights within Air France

Two units take part in the preparation of flights:

- the Central Flight Study service, responsible for drawing up the flight dossier,
- the departure station, responsible for providing the crew with the flight dossier, which may be supplemented with local information (“departing flights” function).

An operational flight dossier is made up of three parts:

- part A containing, in particular, the operational flight plan or plans and the ATC flight plan, the aeronautical information (NOTAM),
- part B containing the regulatory meteorological charts (TEMSI, wind and temperature charts) as well as supplementary CAT charts at different flight levels,
- part C containing a chain of meteorological information consisting of TAF and METAR as well as SIGMET.
1.17.1.1 Central flight study service

The central flight study service is organised into three entities located within the Operations Control Centre, located in the Air France headquarters at Paris Charles de Gaulle airport, consisting of:

- technicians responsible for preparing part A of the flight dossiers,
- technicians responsible for managing slots and monitoring the ATC flight plans,
- dispatchers monitoring the flights.

Preparation of flight dossiers

Part A of the long-haul flight dossier is prepared with the help of computer programmes (MISTRAL, SAILOR and OCTAVE). The data used is that available at the time of preparation of the dossier, between seven and three hours before the programmed departure.

The following data items are taken into account for drawing up part A:

- the estimated loads (freight and passengers),
- the weight and consumption data specific to the aircraft,
- the NOTAM’s (for en route restrictions and dangerous areas),
- the meteorological parameters used in the operational flight plan calculation tool (OCTAVE), updated at 4 h 00 and 16 h 00,
- the information supplied by the originating station for calculating the limitations on take-off (runway in service, temperature, QNH, state of the runway) along with the NOTAM’s of the departure airport,
- the MEL / CDL items declared by the maintenance services and relevant for this part,
- the TAF and NOTAM taken into account for the automatic determining of the accessibility of the destination, alternate and ETOPS support aerodromes,
- the one or more TEMSI used to take into account any significant meteorological phenomena.

The sending of the ATC flight plan ends this preparation. This triggers the automatic generation of the information in part B of the dossier. The flight dossier, made up of parts A and B can then be printed by the station. In the case of certain stations, depending on national regulations, when the airline sends the flight plan it is not automatically submitted, as this must be done locally. This is the case at Rio de Janeiro. For this station, the central flight study service sends the ATC flight plan to the Brazilian Air Traffic Control Service (at the address SBGLYOYY) with all of the addresses of the FIR control centres to be crossed in box 18 of the ATC flight plan. The latter then submits the flight plan to all of the FIR control centres involved.

ATC cell

The ATC cell monitors the resetting of times for the entire fleet as well as the management of take-off slots for the Eurocontrol zone.
**Dispatch**

The dispatchers carry out the function of monitoring flights from three hours before departure until the arrival of the aircraft. They make the regulatory contact before the aircraft’s entry into an ETOPS zone. They reply to the requests made by crews on the ground or in flight. They monitor changes in meteorology and NOTAM’s.

**1.17.1.2 Flight Departure**

The agent who carries out the flight departure function at the station physically puts together the flight dossier that he hands over to the crew. He prints parts A and B about three hours before the flight’s departure. He prints part C shortly before the crew’s arrival. He puts together the sets of drawings for the flight dossier and traces the ETOPS strip charts for the flights concerned.

Once the crew has studied the flight dossier, the captain signs the "PPV copy" form specifying the quantity of fuel as well as the alternate airfield that he chooses at take-off. This copy is archived at the departure station. For ETOPS flights, the meteorological forecasts used for the accessibility of the support airfields chosen are copied onto this same document.

**1.17.1.3 Preparation of flight AF447 on 31 May 2009**

**Preparation of the flight by the central flight study service**

The flight was prepared between 15 h 28 and 18 h 59. Paris Orly was given as the alternate airport at destination. Given the estimated load of 37.8 t, the dossier included a main flight plan at a standard Mach of M 0.82 with an ETF at Bordeaux Mérignac with alternate at Toulouse Blagnac as well as two additional direct flight plans, one at Mach 0.82 and the other at a "slower Mach", i.e. M 0.81. A summary table of the loads offered enabled the crew to make the choice of the definitive flight plan from among these three options.

The preparation agent sent the ATC flight plan at 18 h 57. He stated that he did not notice anything specific during the preparation of this flight. There was no intervention by the ATC cell, as the flight was planned at the time programmed.

**Preparation of the flight at Rio**

The flight departure agent started printing the dossier at 19 h 02.

The Brazilian air traffic control service submitted the ATC flight plan to the air traffic control bodies of the regions overflown at 19 h 12. Note, however, that the address of the DAKAR control centre (GOOO) was not part of the ATC flight plan submitted by this service. Conversely, this address appeared in the flight plan sent by Air France (see appendix 6).

F-GZCP, coming in from Paris Charles de Gaulle, arrived at the gate at 20 h 05, for an arrival scheduled at 20 h 00. The minimum turnaround time for this stopover is 115 minutes.

The flight crew of flight AF447 arrived at the flight preparation room of the station at around 20 h 00.
The flight departure agent handed over the dossier to the crew. He stated that the crew did not seem worried and that, in his opinion, no particular event hindered the preparation of the flight. The dispatcher did not remember a call coming from this crew during preparation of the flight. There was no modification of the dossier.

The PPV copy signed by the captain confirmed planned trip fuel of 63.9 tonnes with refuelling at the ramp of 70.9 tonnes and planned taxying of 0.5 tonnes (giving 70.4 tonnes on take-off). The study of the routes in the dossier and the associated fuel loads is in appendix 7. The fuel load policy is given in appendix 8.

The crew informed the Rio station of its choice of a direct flight at M 0.82.

The start-up clearance was obtained at 22 h 10.

**Meteorological data in the flight dossier**

The part B meteorological charts were printed in black and white with the route traced by computer. The following charts were handed over to the crew:

- the TEMSI chart valid on 1st June at 00 h 00 between FL 250 and FL 630,
- the wind and temperature charts valid on 1st June at 00 h 00 at FL100, FL180, FL300, FL340 and FL390,
- the CAT charts valid on 1st June at 00 h 00 at FL340 and FL390 (no clear air turbulence was forecast).

Part C of the flight dossier contained the TAF and METAR of the departure, destination and alternate airfields and relevant airfields on the route, including the ETOPS support airfields along with the SIGMET.

A dossier thus constituted meets the regulatory requirements.

The criteria for selecting a SIGMET in a flight dossier via EOLE are:

1. the FIR involved with regard to the planned route,
2. the validity at the time of printing of the set of documents.

Note: ICAO Annex 3 does not impose any requirements related to the selection of the SIGMETs.

According to testimony, the request for the printing of part C of the flight dossier was made after the printing of parts A and B of the dossier and shortly before the arrival of the crew, i.e. between 19 h 00 and 20 h 00. The time of this transaction was not recorded. In this interval, the SIGMETs that satisfied the selection criteria were:

- SIGMET 5 SBRE (RECIPE) of 31 May from 18 h 00 to 22 h 00
- SIGMET 7 SBAO (ATLANTICO) of 31 May from 18 h 00 to 22 h 00
- SIGMET 7 GOOO (Oceanic DAKAR) of 31 May from 16 h 35 to 20 h 35. The route of flight AF447 did not enter into the area of this SIGMET.

Note: the EU-OPS regulations specify that the operator must ensure that the information on the flight is retained on the ground until it has been copied and archived. By "information on the flight" it means:

- a copy of the operational flight plan,
- a copy of the relevant parts of the aircraft's equipment report,
• the NOTAMS concerning the route if they are specifically printed out by the operator,
• the documentation about the weight and balance,
• the notifications concerning the special loads.

The documents about meteorological information supplied to crews are not subject to this requirement.

The crew also had the option of using a computer application (EOLE) to consult a colour screen showing other meteorological charts (particularly the tropopause and icing chart) and satellite photos and printing them in black and white.

Note: on the crew’s OCTAVE flight plan there was additional turbulence information (SHEAR RATE) calculated according to the estimated wind gradient, between 0/1/2, weak and 7/8/9, strong. Between the NTL and CVS reporting points the highest value was 2, around point INTOL. This value did not take into account turbulence of convective origin.

1.17.1.4 Flight follow-up

The following operational information was exchanged via ACARS:

• at 22 h 51 the crew asked for and received the METAR of the Brazilian airfields of Belo Horizonte, Salvador de Bahia and Recife,
• at 0 h 31 dispatch sent the following message:
  "BONJOUR AF447
  METEO EN ROUTE SAILOR :
  o PHOTO SAT DE 0000Z : CONVECTION ZCIT SALPU/TASIL
  o PREVI CAT : NIL
  SLTS DISPATCH",
• at 0 h 33 the crew asked for and received the METAR and TAF of Paris Charles de Gaulle, San Salvador and Sal Amilcar airports,
• at 0 h 57 the crew inquired about the use of the second ETOPS backup aerodrome and dispatch replied at 1 h 02
• at 1 h 13 the crew asked for and received the Dakar, Nouakchott and Natal METAR and TAF,
• the regulatory bilateral contact before entering an ETOPS zone (SALPU, estimated at 1 h 48 by the crew) took place between 1 h 17 and 1 h 19.

Note: the crew could take the option of requesting SIGMET by ACARS. This functionality was not used by the crew.

1.17.2 Work cycles and flight crew rest

1.17.2.1 Regulatory references

The limitations on flying time and requirements in terms of flight crew rest were harmonised at a European level by EU-OPS (Sub-part Q of Appendix III). As of 1st June 2009, the applicable version of EU-OPS is that of Commission Regulation 859/2008, dated 20 August 2008 modifying Regulation 3922/91.

At a national level, these provisions were completed by the Order of 25 March 2008, made in application of the EU-OPS, modified by the Orders of 13 June 2008 and 9 July 2008.
The objective of Sub-part Q, to guarantee that crews have sufficient rest to ensure the safety of flights, is presented in EU-OPS 1.1090. To satisfy this objective, Sub-part Q introduces two major principles: flight duty time and the minimum rest period before flight duty (EU-OPS 1.1110). Therefore, EU-OPS only deals with rest periods preceding a series of flights; the rest periods after a series of flights are considered to be part of the social domain and, due to this, are taken into account in France by the Civil Aviation Code, in particular its Articles D422-1 to 13.

1.17.2.2 Parts of the regulations applicable to flight AF447

For a flight without a stopover the daily flying duty time \(^{(18)}\), including the flight preparation tasks, is limited to 13 hours. In the case of a night flight (in the assumed low phase of the circadian rhythm) this time is reduced by two hours as a maximum depending on the period of the night in question. This time may be extended up to 18 hours by reinforcing the crew (three flight crew members for an aircraft certified with two pilots) when the flight crew have a rest facility separated from the cockpit and isolated from the passengers, made up of a couchette (which was the case on board F-GZCP).

Each member of the flight crew must be able to rest for at least one hour thirty minutes continuously during flying duty time.

1.17.2.3 Air France Procedures

Composition of the flight crew

The airline agreements signed with the flight personnel's trade union organisations organise the flight time limitations and rest periods within Air France according to requirements that are more restrictive than the regulations in force.

Within this framework, the maximum flying duty time is set at ten hours. This flying duty time can be extended to sixteen and a half hours by reinforcing the crew. The flight time can be extended to thirteen and a half hours.

Since the programmed flying duty time of flight AF447 was 12 h 45, the flight crew was reinforced and increased to three pilots (one captain and two co-pilots).

Flight crew members rest on board

On Airbus A330-203 type aircraft operated by Air France, a rest station intended for the flight crew is installed behind the cockpit. It includes two couchettes.

The reinforcement crew members are present in the cockpit and actively monitor the flight from the departure briefing to FL200 and from the arrival briefing to the gate.

Outside of these flight phases, each member of the flight crew must be able to rest for at least an hour and a half continuously during the flight duty time.

The captain sets the procedures for each member of the crew taking their rest.

\(^{(18)}\) This time is counted from the moment when the crew member must present himself, at the operator's request, for a flight or series of flights and ends at the end of the last flight during which the crew member is on duty (see EU-OPS 1.1095 § 1.6)
The Air France procedures stipulate that before any prolonged absence from the cockpit, the captain indicates the new allocation of tasks. He names the pilot who replaces him. He specifies the conditions that would necessitate his return to the cockpit.

Note: the ratings of the flight crew members on the accident flight meant that during the captain's rest the substitute first officer had to be the one of the two who held an ATPL. The licences and ratings of crews do not appear in flight dossiers.

1.17.3 Instruction for use of the on-board weather radar

**Operational instructions** (General Operations Manual, In-flight Procedures, General Instructions – Foreword, § 6 Use of on-board radar).

The Air France general instructions state that radar watch is obligatory during any flight, except during the day with good visibility and no clouds in sight. The radar image is normally displayed on the two NDs. Correct functioning of the radar is checked during taxiing.

**Air France normal procedures - Systems (TU 2.2.34.11-15)**

Air France Airbus A330 aircraft are equipped with the Collins WXR700X radar. The radar image is presented on the NDs superimposed on the other information. It can detect precipitations in liquid form greater than 1 mm/h as well as wet hail. Thus, cloud systems made up of drops of water starting from a certain size can be observed but the radar cannot detect dry particles of ice, hail or snow with a diameter less than three centimetres.

In use, the radar beam has a narrow aperture angle of 3.4°, which means that it is necessary to adjust the TILT (angle between the horizontal and the middle of the beam) accurately, in particular according to the maximum range selected at the ND (RANGE): 160 NM for look-ahead, 80 NM for avoidance.

The GAIN adjustment (amplification of the return signal) is normally "calibrated" (in the CAL position) to prevent saturation. However, a manual selection can be made.

A turbulence detection function (for the zones of precipitations in liquid form) is available (in the WX+T or TURB position) in a radius of 40 NM, whatever the RANGE chosen at the ND.

When cruising above 20,000 ft, a slightly downwards adjustment of the TILT is recommended so that the ground echoes only appear on the ND at the limits of the furthest range markers.

**Air France Supplementary Aeronautical Manual (MAC)**

The MAC is a non-regulatory manual that does not form part of the operations manual. It contains information that the flight crew can use to update and maintain their knowledge. It contains a detailed chapter on the weather radar and its use along with illustrations of the characteristic echoes of dangerous phenomena.
1.17.4 Letters of agreement between air traffic control organisations

1.17.4.1 Letters of agreement between the DAKAR and ATLANTICO control centres

A memorandum of understanding was signed on 16 September 2008 between the Brazilian and Senegalese authorities concerning the coordination procedures between the DAKAR and ATLANTICO control centres. It was in force on the day of the accident. The following points, extracted from the memorandum, should be noted:

The exiting sector must transmit the estimated times of passing of the aircraft to the receiving sector at least twenty minutes before the time of the aircraft's planned passing above the transfer point.

Any revision of the estimated time of the aircraft's planned passing above the transfer point greater than three minutes must be the subject of a new coordination between the exiting and receiving sectors.

The aircraft's crew must establish contact with the receiving sector's controller five minutes before passing above the control transfer point. This contact does not constitute a transfer of the control of the aircraft.

When the receiving sector cannot establish contact with the aircraft's crew in the three minutes following the estimated time of passing above the transfer point. It should inform the exiting sector so that the adequate measures can be taken.

Unless there are specific instructions, the aircraft present in airway UN 873 are transferred between DAKAR and ATLANTICO at point TASIL.

1.17.4.2 Letter of agreement between the DAKAR and SAL control centres

Similar provisions to those mentioned in 1.17.4.1 concerning ATLANTICO and DAKAR are described in the memorandum between the DAKAR and SAL control centres. Nevertheless, the following differences should be noted:

The aircraft's crew must establish contact with the receiving sector's controller (SAL) five minutes before passing above the control transfer point. However, for aircraft flying towards the north and those flying towards the east, the crews must contact the receiving sector ten minutes before the control transfer point to get a transponder code. This contact does not constitute a transfer of the control of the aircraft.

Unless there are specific instructions, the aircraft present in airway UN 873 are transferred between DAKAR and SAL at point POMAT.
1.17.4.3 Memorandum of understanding about the conditions for making a French specialised SAR aircraft available to the Senegalese government at Dakar

The paragraphs below give certain provisions of the memorandum of understanding signed in 1966 between the French and Senegalese governments that are still in force.

A specialised SAR aircraft is made available to the Senegalese government at the Dakar-Yoff aerodrome with a French crew. The crew is completed with Senegalese observers.

The aircraft made available is of the Breguet Atlantique, Falcon 200 Gardian, or Falcon 50 SURMAR type.

The crew is on alert day and night with three hours notice. If the planned mission with the Breguet Atlantique is longer than seven or eight hours, an additional fuel load must be taken and additional time before take-off must be taken into account.

The aircraft is deployed for a SAR mission on request from the SAR Coordination Centre of the Dakar General Staff.

The SAR aircraft's area of action includes the two Dakar land and Dakar ocean search and rescue regions.

The FIR map below is extracted from the Operating Manual of the DAKAR control centre.

19 The airplane is in fact a Dassault Atlantique 2, a modernised version of the Breguet Atlantique
1.17.5 Experimental implementation of the ADS-C system at Dakar

The paragraphs below present some provisions of the AIC NR 13/A/08GO of 30 October 2008 issued by Senegal.

**Experiment**

Within the framework of the improvement of the control services provided to users, the ASECNA has installed an automatic flight data processing system (FPDS) in the Dakar and Niamey en-route control centres. The operational commissioning of the system's functionalities will take place in two phases:

- the first phase, subject of an aeronautical information circular, consists of pre-operational implementation by means of an operational use as a test of the functionalities,
- the second phase concerns the definitive operational implementation, the dates of which will be published by NOTAM.

The system is mainly made up of the following functionalities:

- automated processing of flight plans,
- display of the aerial situation based on the data in the flight plans,
- automatic dependent surveillance,
- ground to air communications by data-link.

The system also includes decision-making support tools for the use of the controller, such as automatic management of strips and the management of system alerts.

**Connection procedure in the DAKAR FIR (DAKAR land and DAKAR ocean)**

The first connection with the system is made by the crew. For flights entering the DAKAR control region from an FIR not equipped with CPDLC, the DAKAR control centre demands the connection at least twenty minutes before entry into the DAKAR FIR. For flights from a FIR equipped with CPDLC, the first connection must occur five minutes before entry into the DAKAR FIR.

The pre-operational deployment of the system has been effective since 1st November 2008 at 00 h 01. NOTAM A0 115-9 extended the pre-operational period until 29 July 2009.

1.18 Additional information

1.18.1 Events associated with erroneous air speed indications

The BEA asked Airbus, the NTSB, IATA, the DGAC and all French operators to provide information relative to incidents in cruise flight during which a loss or inconsistency of speed indications was observed or reported by the crew. The collection of this information is ongoing and analysis of the events already received is in progress. However, this analysis is difficult because of the different nature of data from a flight recorder and the PFR messages.
1.18.2 Brief history of the Pitot probes on Airbus A330 / A340

The conditions under which the probes that equip the Airbus A330/A340 have evolved are being examined by the investigators.

In 2001, following some inconsistent speed problems, it was decided to replace, before the end of December 2003, the Rosemount probes that then equipped the A330 by Goodrich 0851 HL probes or Thales C16195AA probes.20

Service Bulletins, issued in 2007 then revised in 2008, had recommended the replacement on A330/A340 airplanes of C16195AA probes by C16195BA probes.

On the date of the accident, Airbus A330 / A340 aircraft were equipped with three standards of Pitot probe:

- BF Goodrich Aerospace probes, type 0851 HL,
- Thales Avionics probes of types C16195AA and C16195BA.

It should be noted that any improvements that this change of standard could bring to cases of speed inconsistencies encountered in cruise had not been formally established.

In February 2009, at the request of Airbus, Thales carried out a comparative study of the behaviour in icing conditions at high altitude of the two standards, C16195AA and C16195BA. This study concluded that the C16195BA standard performed better, without however it being possible to reproduce on the ground all the conditions that could be encountered in reality.

At the end of April 2009 at the suggestion of Airbus, Air France initiated an in-service assessment on Airbus A330 of the C16195BA standard. The first batch of C16195BA Pitot probes had been received one week before the F-GZCP accident.

1.18.3 Testimony of crews in flight in the vicinity of the accident zone

In order to more closely determine the environment of flight AF447, the BEA made a list of flights close to airway UN 873 during the night of 31 May to 1st June 2009 and asked crews for testimony. Not all of the information requested has been received at present. The testimony summarised hereafter is representative of the information already analyzed.

**Flight IB6024**

Flight IB6024 (Airbus A340) passed at the level of the ORARO waypoint at FL370 approximately twelve minutes after AF447.

The crew saw AF447 take off while taxiing at Rio de Janeiro. When passing the INTOL waypoint, they encountered conditions typical of the inter-tropical convergence zone. These conditions were particularly severe 70 NM to 30 NM before the TASIL waypoint. They moved away from the route by about 30 NM to the east to avoid cumulonimbus formations with a significant vertical development, and then returned to the airway in clear skies close to the TASIL waypoint. The crew reported they had difficulties communicating with Dakar ATC.

---

20 It was this type of probe, then produced by Sextant, that was installed on Air France’s aircraft on the date of the event.
**Flight AF459**

Flight AF459 (Airbus A330-203) passed at the level of the ORARO waypoint approximately 37 minutes after l’AF447.

The sky was clear but the half-moon, visible to the aft left of the aircraft, did not make it possible to see the contour of the cloud mass distinctly. After flying through a turbulent zone in the head of a cumulus congestus formation at the level of NATAL, without having detected this zone on the radar, he selected gain in MAX mode. At about 2 h 00, he observed a first echo that differed significantly depending on whether the radar’s gain was in CAL or MAX mode. The TILT was set between -1° and 1.5°. He decided to take evasive action to the west, which resulted in a deviation of 20 NM to the left of the route. During this evasive action, a vast squall line with an estimated length of 150 NM appeared on the screen, which was set to a scale of 160 NM. The echoes were yellow and red when the radar was set with gain on the MAX position and green and yellow when the gain was on the CAL position. No lightning was observed.

ATLANTICO control, informed by the crew of their decision to avoid this squall line by taking evasive action to the east, asked them to return to the airway as soon as they could. This evasive action meant the aircraft flew between 70 and 80 NM to the right of the planned route. In addition, the crew was authorised to climb from FL350 to FL370.

On leaving the ATLANTICO FIR, through the TASIL waypoint, the crew attempted in vain to contact Dakar control in HF on the 5565 KHz and 6535 KHz frequencies, and on the other HF frequencies given in the on-board documentation. Likewise, the attempted ADS-C connection was unfruitful.

The crew returned to the airway around the ASEBA waypoint, that is to say more than 28 minutes after the first theoretical contact with Dakar control. They reported slight turbulence on the edge of the convective zone.

Radio contact was established with Dakar control at about 3 h 45, close to the SAGMA waypoint. The SELCAL test was performed and the controller asked the crew to try to contact AF447. Several attempts were made on various HF frequencies, and then on 121.5 MHz and 123.45 MHz, without any success.

**Flight LH507**

Flight LH507 (B747-400) preceded flight AF447 by about twenty minutes at FL350.

The crew reported that it flew at the upper limit of the cloud layer and then in the clouds in the region of ORARO. In this zone they saw green echoes on the radar on their path, which they avoided by changing their route by about ten nautical miles to the west. While flying through this zone, which took about fifteen minutes, they felt moderate turbulence and did not observe any lightning. They lowered their speed to the speed recommended in turbulent zones. They saw bright St Elmo’s fire on the windshield on the left-hand side. The crew listened into the 121.5 MHz frequency throughout the flight without hearing any message from AF447.
1.18.4 Procedures to be applied in case an unreliable speed indication is detected

On the date of the accident, the operator’s procedures mention that the following actions must be carried out from memory by the crew when they have any doubt concerning the reliability of a speed indication and when control of the flight is “affected dangerously”:

If conduct of the flight does not seem to be affected dangerously, the crew must apply the UNRELIABLE SPEED INDICATION / ADR CHECK procedure (see appendix 9).

For information, the “Memory Item” in the Airbus QRH relative to the same fault is shown below in the version in force on the date of the accident.
2. INITIAL FINDINGS

On the basis of the first factual elements gathered in the course of the investigation, the following facts have been established:

- The crew possessed the licenses and ratings required to undertake the flight,
- The airplane possessed a valid Certificate of Airworthiness, and had been maintained in accordance with the regulations,
- the airplane had taken off from Rio de Janeiro without any known technical problems, except on one of the three radio handling panels,
- no problems were indicated by the crew to Air France or during contacts with the Brazilian controllers,
- no distress messages were received by the control centres or by other airplanes,
- there were no satellite telephone communications between the airplane and the ground,
- the last radio exchange between the crew and Brazilian ATC occurred at 1 h 35 min 15 s. The airplane arrived at the edge of radar range of the Brazilian control centres,
- at 2 h 01, the crew tried, without success for the third time, to connect to the Dakar ATC ADS-C system,
- up to the last automatic position point, received at 2 h 10 min 35 s, the flight had followed the route indicated in the flight plan,
- the meteorological situation was typical of that encountered in the month of June in the inter-tropical convergence zone,
- there were powerful cumulonimbus clusters on the route of AF447. Some of them could have been the centre of some notable turbulence,
- several airplanes that were flying before and after AF 447, at about the same altitude, altered their routes in order to avoid cloud masses,
- twenty-four automatic maintenance messages were received between 2 h 10 and 2 h 15 via the ACARARS system. These messages show inconsistency between the measured speeds as well as the associated consequences,
- before 2 h 10, no maintenance messages had been received from AF 447, with the exception of two messages relating to the configuration of the toilets,
- the operator’s and the manufacturer’s procedures mention actions to be undertaken by the crew when they have doubts as to the speed indications,
- the last ACARS message was received towards 2 h 14 min 28 s,
- the flight was not transferred between the Brazilian and Senegalese control centres,
• between 8 h and 8 h 30, the first emergency alert messages were sent by the Madrid and Brest control centres,
• the first bodies and airplane parts were found on 6 June,
• the elements identified came from all areas of the airplane,
• visual examination showed that the airplane was not destroyed in flight; it appears to have struck the surface of the sea in a straight line with high vertical acceleration.
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